
Paul Used a Consolidated Ad Structure 
to Take This Sports Apparel Brand 

From 2x to 8x ROI Without Increasing 
Their Advertising Spend

CASE STUDY

“One figure says it all: 800% average increase in revenue within 2 months of working with Paul.
What more can you ask for? If you want to know your Google and Facebook ads are being managed 
to its full potential, Paul Klebanov is the only option. Truly the best of the best-Paid search and Paid 
social Ad manager available anywhere. We've been with Paul now for almost 1 year since bringing 
him onboard, average revenue is up to 6X consistently month to month. Easily the best investment 

we've made. Paul always has great ideas on how to maximize ad performance and save money 
where possible. I get the sense he truly cares about his customer's performance and treats our ad 

budget as his own. Paul will get you the results you want. Period.”

BRITNEY IRVINE,
Director of Marketing, Company 
Name

paul@paulklebanov.com
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3x | 300% 
increase in Revenue

6x | 600%
Increase in return on ad spend

4,200
purchases over a 30-days period

2.6x | 260%
increase in purchases over 30 days period

$150,000
Monthly Ad Spend

$500k
First Month Revenue

Services Paul Provided
Facebook Ad Setup & 
Management

Google Ad Setup & 
Management

Including:

• Detailed Onboarding
• Campaign Setup
• Ongoing Ad Optimization & 

Management
• Realtime Ad Reporting
• Weekly Alignment Calls

Confidential due to NDA

With over 7,000 SKUs of MLB, NCAA, NFL, NHL, and NBA licensed sports 
apparel, the client offers a vibrant mix of branded and exclusive lines to 
die-hard sports fans

INDUSTRY
Sports Apparel & 
Accessories Brand

LOCATION
USA(Global)

Client
Client Name Here

Complete Facebook and Google competitive analysis
Design campaign strategy + identify ideal customer + identify unique 
selling proposition
Ad angle ideation + ad copy development + dynamic creative tests
Profit analysis + ROI projection model
LTV:CAC cohort development
Ad Sequencing bassed on buyers journey + onsite behavior and email 
channel
Coordination with leads from all marketing channels to sync on 
campaign themes, content calendar + ensure an omnichannel user 
experience 
Audiences creation(LALs, saved, funnel specific) + mapping + setup
Ad account structure design + setup
Reporting
Weekly alignment call with complete campaign reviews + go-forward 
strategy + campaign optimization and new campaign development
Resolve ad disapprovals

Pixel setup + testing
Dynamic product ads +  catalog setup
CBO based campaign setup

Keyword research to kickstart campaign
PPC campaign setup with SKAGs (single keyword ad groups)
Account analysis + restructuring, bid, budget, and positioning strategy
Develop ad concepts & create ads for each SKAG
Dynamic split testing
Extention setup(call, structured snippets, callout, sitelinks, and location)
Apply and re-apply negative keyword lists
Manual bid adjustments to intelligently reallocate of budget
Migration plan and implementation of smart bidding strategy
PLA campaign setup with SPAGs(single product ad groups)
Dynamic display remarketing with layering based on conversion intent
DSA (Dynamic Search Ads)
YouTube  campaigns
Audience setup(custom intent, remarketing lists, similar to lists,
life events, in-market)
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Challenges
Growing the brand by increasing revenue at a profitable target ROAS (return on advertising spend)

With an already loyal customer base among die-hard sports fans, the client wanted to attract a more 
diversified base of ages and lifestyles. 

With a ROAS (return on ad spend) of 4x, the client could not grow its brand profitably and needed to not 
only improve their overall account health but develop new prospecting campaigns to grow their online 
channel at a profitable return on their advertising dollar.

“One figure says it all: 800% average increase in revenue within 2 months of working with Paul.
What more can you ask for? If you want to know your Google and Facebook ads are being 
managed to its full potential, Paul Klebanov is the only option. Truly the best of the best-Paid 
search and Paid social Ad manager available anywhere. We've been with Paul now for almost 1 
year since bringing him onboard, average revenue is up to 6X consistently month to month. Easily 
the best investment we've made. Paul always has great ideas on how to maximize ad 
performance and save money where possible. I get the sense he truly cares about his customer's 
performance and treats our ad budget as his own. Paul will get you the results you want. Period.”

Paul’s Objective

Improve the client’s overall account health by restructuring the clients Facebook  and Google ad 
account to remove inefficient spend and increasing account ROAS(return on ad spend)

Grow the brand by increasing the volume of transactions to hit new revenue targets profitably.
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Improve the client’s overall account health by restructuring the clients Facebook  and Google ad 
account to remove inefficient spend and increasing account ROAS(return on ad spend)

Grow the brand by increasing the volume of transactions to hit new revenue targets profitably.
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The Solution
Growing the brand by increasing revenue at a profitable target ROAS (return on advertising spend)

With an already loyal customer base among die-hard sports fans, the client wanted to attract a more 
diversified base of ages and lifestyles. 

With a ROAS (return on ad spend) of 4x, the client could not grow its brand profitably and needed to not 
only improve their overall account health but develop new prospecting campaigns to grow their online 
channel at a profitable return on their advertising dollar.

FACEBOOK
Implementing Micro-Influencers

• In Today’s marketing landscape, consumers are seeking a genuine and friendly voice to 
guide them in their purchase decision. The more depth we provide into the “identity” of the 
actual person communicating our sales message the more gravity or trust we build with our 
audience. The raw and authentic nature of the iPhone shot influencer videos felt more real 
than the creative previously used in the account, creating a deeper connection point with the 
audience and increased desire for the product. With a 15 % lifts in 3 seconds video views and 
a 25% lift in average watch times resulted in an immediate lift in outbound CTR clicks and 
ROAS after the creative refresh.

Building a new consolidated ad structure
• With an ad account full of campaigns and adsets it was clear that Facebook algorithm was 

constrained. Paul consolidated the account to give Facebook’s machine learning more room 
to optimize effectively and find the audience that would convert at the desired ROAS target.

• With a new consolidated ad account structure and a change in bidding strategy(from lowest 
cost to target ROAS), the ad account started spending the clients budget more efficiently, 
going from 2x to 8x ROI Without an increase in ad spend.

GOOGLE
Migration to a smart bidding strategy

• With a manual bidding strategy in place, the account was doing bid adjustments based on 
keywords and product groups. The client was able to get 4x ROAS with 10+ hours spent on bid 
optimizations each week. After layering automation and using its machine learning( smart 
bidding), Google was able to optimize based on user signals, resulting in a near 20x ROI vs 
the 4x previously seen in the ad account. 

Leverage Dynamic Search Ads to Discover New Campaigns
• 15% of Google searches are new. Paul complimented the current search strategy with 

dynamic search ads(DSA) to uncover new high converting ad placements that ultimately 
grew the ad account by 15%.



Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Maecenas porttitor congue massa. Fusce 
posuere, magna sed pulvinar ultricies, purus lectus malesuada libero, sit amet commodo magna eros 
quis urna.

Pellentesque habitant morbi tristique senectus et netus et malesuada fames ac turpis egestas. Proin 
pharetra nonummy pede. Mauris et orci. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. 
Maecenas porttitor congue massa. Fusce posuere, magna sed pulvinar

Results
Google Ads and Facebook ad traffic spent more efficiently

FACEBOOK ADS
In the 1st month, Paul spent $4,620.09 and received $37,042.74 in sales.

With an 8x ROAS, compared to a 2x before Paul took over the account, the brand saw an increase in 
revenue of 300%(from $9,240 to $37,04342) while spending the same amount on ads compared to 
previous months.

“One figure says it all: 800% average increase in revenue within 2 months of working with Paul.
What more can you ask for? If you want to know your Google and Facebook ads are being 
managed to its full potential, Paul Klebanov is the only option. Truly the best of the best-Paid 
search and Paid social Ad manager available anywhere. We've been with Paul now for almost 1 
year since bringing him onboard, average revenue is up to 6X consistently month to month. Easily 
the best investment we've made. Paul always has great ideas on how to maximize ad 
performance and save money where possible. I get the sense he truly cares about his customer's 
performance and treats our ad budget as his own. Paul will get you the results you want. Period.”
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GOOGLE ADS
Their Google Ads campaign delivered great results and within 30 days after taking over the account,
we spend spent $4,863.35, received $33,486.47 in sales, a ROAS of 588.55% (5x)



Ready To Hit Your Goals?
Hire Paul To Set Up And Manage Your 
Facebook & Google Ad Campaigns To 

Grow Your eCommerce Brand.

Paul Klebanov is the partner you 
need to grow your brand

Contact us at paul@paulklebanov.com

Chat Soon


